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Introduction

The Connectivity Map (version 2) data package provides a reference drug data set for the DrugVsDisease package which is a pipeline for the comparison of drug and disease gene expression proles where
negatively correlated (enriched) proles can be used to generate hypotheses of drug-repurposing and
positively correlated (enriched) proles may be used to infer side-eects of drugs.
1.1

Drug Signatures

The Connectivity Map version 2.0 rank matrix was used to generate the reference set of drug
proles for DvD. All proles for a given compound treatment were merged as described in [? ],
giving 1309 ranked expression proles based on the HGU-133A platform. These proles were then
converted to gene symbols by taking the average rank where multiple probes map to the same gene
and removing probes which mapped to more than one gene. These mappings were obtained from
BiomaRt. Using these signatures, pairwise similarity scores were calculated using the KS running
sum statistic based on the top 100 and bottom 100 genes for each prole. Anity propagation
clustering (provided by the R package apcluster) was used to create the network of drug connections.
The 1309 compounds were clustered into 103 clusters, the assignments of each compound are stored
in the object drugClusters. cMap2data does not contain any R code and all data objects can be
accessed using the data command in R.
> data(drugClusters,package="cMap2data")

1.2

Cytoscape Information

An associated cytoscape plug-in is available for DvD which also uses the cMap2data package. The
cMap2data package contains cytodrug and cytodisease data objects which have the edges in the
network along with the distance and Running sum Peak Statistic (RPS). The latter two are used as
edge attributes by Cytoscape. The Running sum Peak Statistic takes values 1 or -1 where 1 indicates
a positive correlation and -1 a negative correlation. The distance measure gives the strength of this
correlation. This data frame is used by the DrugVsDisease package to generate cytoscape sif and
edge attribute les. For links out to external web browsers DrugBank, cMap2data also contains
search compatible terms for all nodes in the reference data set. (Note that some compounds in the
connectivity map are known not to be in DrugBank).
> data(cytodrug,package="cMap2data")
> #to get the compound (node) names and corresponding search terms
> data(druglabels,package="cMap2data")
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